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Disclaimer
This document contains information which is proprietary to the JADECARE consortium. Neither this
document nor the information contained herein shall be used, duplicated or communicated by any means to
any third party, in whole or parts, except with the prior written consent of the JADECARE consortium.
The content of this document represents the views of the author only and is his/her sole responsibility; it
cannot be considered to reflect the views of the European Commission and/or the European Health and
Digital Executive Agency (HaDEA) or any other body of the European Union. The European Commission and
the Agency do not accept any responsibility for use that may be made of the information it contains.
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Glossary of acronyms
Acronym

Description

JADECARE

Joint action on implementation of digitally enabled integrated person-centred care

JA

Joint Action

DS

Dissemination Strategy

HaDEA

European Health and Digital Executive Agency (HaDEA)

EU

European Union

oGP

original Good Practice

SC

Steering Committee

WP2

Work Package 2
Table 1: Glossary of acronyms, terms and abbreviations
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1. Introduction
Effective communication activities and tools are at the base for successful internal and external presentation
of the project’s work.
JADECARE Work Package 2 (WP2), in charge of the “Communication and dissemination” activities, has as its
main objectives to create and maintain a recognisable project identity, and to maximise the uptake of project
results by promoting and disseminating them across a wide range of stakeholders and the general public. To
ensure effective communication, a number of promotional tools and materials have been produced as a part
of the project branding.
This deliverable describes the steps and phases of the production of the JADECARE Leaflet, as well as its
current and future application as part of the project's dissemination strategy. It presents the key information
included in the leaflet; the approach and concept of JADECARE, as well as an overview of the intervention
and partners, with the aim of arousing readers' curiosity about the project. Moreover, the leaflet is
downloadable in the following link
The leaflet includes the information generated by the project partners in a co-creation process, including
inputs from all including the original Good Practices (oGPs). It can be downloaded from the JADECARE official
website:
https://www.jadecare.eu/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/JADECARE_JA-digitally-enabledintegrated-care_LEAFLET.pdf. The leaflet will be available in the 16 official languages of the JADECARE
countries.
All these points are further elaborated in this document, starting with the main concept, objectives and
description of the leaflet. Screenshots and images of the final version of the Leaflet are also shown.

2. Leaflet description and objectives
The leaflet raises awareness by explaining the objectives of the project, the main activities and tasks
foreseen, the expected results and partners involved. It was designed in a way to reflect the design of the
project logo and capture the attention of different target groups. The leaflet will be available in digital format
for download on the project website and will be circulated to all partners through the collaborative
workspaces such as the JADECARE SharePoint. A printed version will also be produced for project partners
to disseminate to their stakeholders.
The leaflet aims to provide a modern format, easy to understand and handle material for everyday use.
JADECARE will be presented at different events all over Europe, so a unique but solid design and an easy-toremember format favour long-term brand recognition and awareness. It aims to attract people to find out
more about JADECARE and raise awareness.

3. Design elements
The final leaflet design is based on the official project House Style, including design elements as the JADECARE
logo and the colour scheme. In order to select the images and pictograms, a number of key words related to
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the project were defined: transfer, good practices, networking, scale-up of innovation, health systems,
person-centred care and health systems transformation.
A main pictogram has been selected and included in the leaflet related to the following topics:






Contributing to innovative digital health systems
Enabling person-centred care
Participating national authorities
Reinforcing capacity of health authorities
Supporting best practice transfer

Figure 1: Main Pictogram relating to JADECARE

Likewise, new design elements have been used with the heart-shaped logo and jade-green colours which
represents the project’ visual identity well and makes the project recognizable. These items were used as
background images and text frames, headers for the social media accounts.
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Figure 2: JADECARE LOGO for social media accounts

Figure 3: JADECARE LOGO

Figure 4: Design element used as background image
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5. Content definition process
The project leaflet structure, agreed by the Steering Committee of JADECARE, was created to summarize the
project for those not familiar with it. As a result, an 18-page A5 landscape format was chosen.
The content development process was aligned with the one for the JADECARE landing page and website. The
design of the leaflet will be the basis for the generation of other dissemination materials, such as roll-ups and
flyers.
The first page of the leaflet shows the project logo and the EU flag, in recognition of the funding received.
Other pages present the following information:













Cover page with JADECARE logo and EU flag
Project data (Fact sheets)
Pictograms which describe the project’s purpose, reflecting the chosen keywords for the project,
makes the leaflet graphically appealing
Project background
Map with the participating countries and slogan
Aims and goals
Four oGPs short description
Expected outcomes
Intervention: Implementation strategy and timeline
Logos of all the partners participating in the project involved
Disclaimer, flag, social site accounts
Back cover: JADECARE logo

6. Conclusion
Project brand awareness is a distinctive part of communication and dissemination activities, where the
presence at project conferences and exhibitions (participation in international and national conferences
related to the project topic) plays a key role. Both printed and digital materials support this activity and
provide instant information about the brand, the project approach, the project’s objectives, results,
intervention and consortium members.
Promotional materials are also important tools, closely to the project website and social media channels,
which help to raise the awareness of a research project.
The leaflet will be printed only when necessary (i.e. for participation in meetings, workshops and
conferences), and can also be downloaded in PFD format from the project website. It will also be shared on
the project’s social media accounts: Twitter and LinkedIn. Similar to other dissemination tools, such as the
website, the development process does not stop here; further versions and other formats, e.g., a flyer or a
roll-up will be developed according to the released project activities, results and target groups throughout
the project lifecycle.
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7. Annex 1. JADECARE leaflet

Figure 5: Cover page of JADECARE leaflet

Figure 6: Project data and pictogram
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Figure 7: Project background and map of participating countries

Figure 8: Aims and goals and original Good Practices description

Figure 9: Expected outcomes and implementation strategy with OGP figure
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Figure 10: Partner logos

Figure 11: Disclaimer, Project website, social sites, EU flag, and background JADECARE design
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Figure 12: Back cover of the leaflet
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